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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an investigation into the mechanics of crustal
extension such as that found in the Basin and Range area of the western
United States. Low angle normal faulting has been observed in that region
and the research documented in this thesis has attempted to provide a
plausible explanation for this phenomenon that does not require unusual
rock properties.
The experiment attempted to produce low angle normal faulting in the
laboratory by subjecting a body of sand to an extensional environment. To
simulate this condition a sand tank was constructed with a stretching
bottom boundary. The base of the sand body was stretched by using a
composite elastic belt. This produced brittle faulting behavior in the
upper portion of the sand while a thin plastic layer formed at the base.
The angle of faulting was found to be a function of the amount of extension
and was also dependent on the distance from the end point. The sand body
initially faults at high angles (typically 55* to 60*) at approximately 15%
to 20% extension. These initial faults then evolve to lower angles of
orientation as the extension process continues.
A soil mechanical analysis and a rigid body rotation analysis were
used to obtain the state of stresses in the sand using the friction angle,
overburden pressure, and failure angle as inputs. An energy balance
calculation was made using the results of the brittle failure analysis. A
viscous fluid boundary layer problem was investigated in an attempt to
further model the plastic basement layer.
Thesis Advisor: Theodore R. Madden
Professor of Geophysics
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
This research attempts to provide a mechanism to explain low angle
normal faulting of the earth's crust. Faulting of this nature has been
observed in the Basin and Range area of the western United States.*
Previous attempts at explanation relied on a tensional rock model where the
forces acted through a vertical plane. This analysis always leads to high
angles of failure (i.e., angles near or at ninety degrees) and does not
sufficiently explain the dynamics of the system. In an attempt to explain
this phenomenon without using unusual rock properties, a model was
developed with sand undergoing an unusual boundary condition. A bed of
sand was used to model crustal rock while an elastic belt applied a
stretching basal boundary condition.
1.2 THE STRETCHING BOUNDARY CONDITION
First, we will assume that mantle convection is the driving force for
crustal extension. Consequently, the model should be driven from the
bottom, a horizontal plane, rather than a vertical plane. Field
observations in the Basin and Range area indicate that crustal extension is
taking place there. One possible mechanism for this extension is that the
mantle velocity increases under the crust. This same relative velocity
profile can be simulated by fixing one end of a piece of elastic material
and stretching the other. This becomes the bottom boundary condition.
*(Wernicke 82)
1.3 SAND AS A MODEL
It is impossible to induce any kind of failure in rock by placing it
on a stretching elastic belt. Since trying to stretch the face of solid
rock is impractical, another material must be used to model the crustal
extension.
The model depends on the fundamental premise that failure in the
earth's crust is governed by the Coulomb crieterion.
T = S + aNtant = S + CfaN (1.1)
The equation holds whether it is frictional sliding or internal failure,
only the parameter values change. The problem facing the model is that S,
the cohesive strength of rock, is too large to be overcome in the
laboratory. Sand obeys the Coulomb criterion and has no cohesive strength.
Therefore the stress/strain behaviors of rock and sand should be the same
except for the addition of the constant, S. However, at only a few
kilometers of depth S can be neglected when compared to the overburden
pressure (see equation 1.1). Therefore, sand is a good material for the
laboratory model. It will deform when subjected to the stretching boundary
and still obey the Coulomb criterion during that deformation.
The basic approach of the experiment was to construct an apparatus and
subject the sand to the stretching condition. We then analyzed the results
and provided explanations for the observed behavior. The end results
indicate that low angle normal faulting can take place in the model.
CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
2.1 SAND TANK
The apparatus (figures 2.1 & 2.2) consists primarily of a large
plastic tank with a movable bottom. The plastic tank is made entirely out
of one half inch clear Lexan plastic. Lexan is used due to its hardness
and resistance to scratching. The bottom piece slides in a slot cut into
the sides and is attached to a free moving wall that fits in between the
sides. An elastic belt is placed on top of the bottom piece with one end
attached to a fixed wall while the other is affixed to the free wall. The
tank measures approximately 1.8 m in length, 18 cm in height and 7 cm in
width. The last section of the tank provides no usable data due to
undesired end effects. Consequently, the tank is made very long due to the
articifical nature of the moving wall boundary. This plastic tank is then
placed onto a sturdy metal base and clamped in place. A one third
horsepower electric motor privides power to the apparatus. It is wired for
forward and reverse operation and geared down through a series of sheaves
and belts to provide large torques at low speeds. The last sheave turns a
threaded steel rod which in turn pulls a tapped metal block underneath the
plastic tank. When the metal block is secured to the free moving wall, the
wall and bottom are pulled through the tank and the elastic belt is
stretched. The whole appartus is clamped down to a heavy desk to damp out
vibrations caused by the motor.
The major problem involved in constructing the tank was the issue of
preventing sand leakage. The tank must be sand tight. When the slot is
cut into the sides, the bottom piece and the elastic belt must fit snugly
into the slot as it is being stretched. Consequently, the belt must be
made of some type of material that does not appreciably shrink in width as
it is stretched. This dictates the use of a composite rubber and fabric
material such as that used for clothing items. Unfortunately, this limits
the amount of stretch available to approximately 100%. Consequently, the
tank was built to accommodate this maximum strain. The free wall starts at
approximately the midpoint of the tank and then moves, stetching the belt,
until it nearly reaches the end.
2.2 SAND
Sand is not hard to obtain but all sand is not the same. In order to
insure an accurate determination of the state of stress the properties of
the sand must be accurately determined. Additionally, in order to identify
failure planes two colors of sand are needed. To insure homogeneity it is
best to use one type of sand and dye it different colors. The sand
properties should be measured after it is dyed and then compared between
colors. Mineral dyes are commercially available.
Leighton buzzard sand, dyed blue and yellow, is used in this
experiment. A direct simple shear test with some minor adjustments is used
to determine the friction angle. The direct simple shear machine and test
is a standard soil mecanics testing procedure used extensively by soil
engineers. The adjustments are necessary due to the small overburden
stresses present in the experiment which will affect the friction angle.
The friciton angle of sand is effectively a constant at normal earth
pressures. However, at low pressures the friction angle increases due to
the effect of usually neglected small attractive forces such as moisture
cohesion. Therefore, care must be taken to measure the friction angle at
the pressures expected in the experiment. This leads to values much higher
than normally used.
2.3 DIFFERENTIAL BELT FRICTION
A major problem was encountered early in the experiment. The first
several runs of the experiment resulted in the belt being stretched
nonuniformly. It was discovered that friction between the belt and the
plastic bottom was pinning the belt to the bottom. The friction is
differential in that it is greater at the fixed wall than at the moving
wall. This is due to the greater relative velocity of the belt past the
botton near the fixed wall. Consequently, the belt stretches only near the
moving wall and the fixed end experiences no stretching. Eventually, the
entire belt will stretch to its limit. But more importantly, the time
dependent effects of the experiment are distorted.
The problem is overcome by lubricating the belt with a teflon spray
and tripling the belt thickness. Lubrication directly lowers the friction
force while the thicker belt makes the friction look small compared to the
force required to pull the belt. This produces a very uniform strain in
the belt and in turn the sand.
2.4 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Friction on the sides also proved to be a problem. Without some form
of lubrication the sand will not undergo uniform strain. Graphite was
first tried but proved to be inadequate due to the large strains involved.
Teflon spray is more permanent and can be applied in thicker layers
insuring that it will not be rubbed off as the sand is deformed. It was
also found that great care must be taken to insure that the tank interior
is of uniform width. Otherwise the sand will encounter restrictions as it
deforms and again undergo nonuniform strain. If these problems are not
eliminated the sand undergoes nonuniform strain. A large portion
experiences no strain while a small portion is subjected to extremely large
strains.
The strain rate must be kept low to properly simulate real earth
conditions. However, this is not a great concern. As long as the sand is
not suddenly subjected to large strains no significant error will be
introduced.
2.5 BELT/SAND FRICTION ANGLE
The friction angle between the elastic belt and the sand is simply
measured using the inclined plane method. An adjustable inclined plane is
constructed and the elastic material is stretched over it. A bottomless
lightweight box of sand is then placed on the plane and adjusted so that
only the sand makes contact with the elastic. As the angle of inclination
is increased gravity will overcome the frictional shear stress at the base
and the box will slide. The angle of inclination at the time of failure is
the friction angle.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 SAND PROPERTIES
The results of the direct simple shear tests are tabulated in table
3.1. Notice that the friction angle is much greater than that encountered
at normal earth pressures. There exists a small variance between the dyed
and undyed sands. The dye tends to lubricate the sand and therfore decrease
the friction angle. The friction angle does not appreciably vary between
the two colors of sand allowing the stratified tank to be considered
homogeneous.
The belt/sand friction angle was measured using the apparatus
described in Chapter 2. Three successive runs produced a value of 340*.
3.2 GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We were able to produce several experimental runs of the sand tank
with similar behavior once the apparatus problems were eliminated.
Initially, the forward edge of the sand experiences slope failure as the
moving wall moves away. At approximately 15% to 20% of the total
extension, the entire length of the sand body fails simultaneously. The
sand exhibits definite brittle behavior as evidenced by numerous and
discrete failure planes (see figure 3.2.1). These failure planes are
initially oriented at high angles greater than the internal friction angle,
typically 550 to 60* degrees. The failure planes are always biased in one
direction. They all tilt towards the moving wall. The failure angles also
display a definite dependence on the distance from the fixed wall in every
experimental run. The failure angle gradually decreases as this distance
increases (see figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Time dependent behavior is seen
as the belt and sand continue to be stretched. All the failure planes
decrease their angle of inclination. The same planes evolve to lower
orientations. Initially, no new failures are seen to develop. However,
new faulting was seen on one run where the sand was subjected to very large
strains. Throughout their evolution the failure angles maintain their
spatial dependence on the fixed wall. This phenomenon is analagous to a
line of blocks initially standing upright and then the stretching condition
is applied to the base. The blocks will gradually fall over and continue
to decrease the angle they make with the base. This process will continue
even past angles that are stable with respect to gravity. Figure 3.2.4
provides a series of photographs taken during a typical run from start to
finish.
A thin fluidized boundary layer is seen at the bottom of the sand
mass. The faulting of the upper layer terminates at a transition zone
between the two layers. Horizontal marker beds indicate a flow of sand in
this boundary layer and give the general shape of the horizontal velocity
profile (see figure 3.3). The boundary layer is only one or two milli-
meters in thickness and appears to grow in time.
In the early runs the belt was not undergoing uniform strain which
resulted in a nonuniform stretching of the sand (see section 2.4). The
sand that experienced large strains evolved to extremely low angles (12* &
15* in run number 2) and developed new faulting. This experimental fluke
suggests that if strains of perhaps 200% to 300% were obtainable the
failure angles might continue to evolve to lower and lower values.
However, this postulate was never verified once the nonuniform belt strain
problem was solved. Another apparatus would have to be constructed capable
of larger strains.
3.3 DISCUSSION
The results are indicative of both brittle and plastic behavior.
There is faulting taking place. Yet, the sand becomes locally fluidized
within a small boundary layer at the base. The existence of a plastic
layer and the small scale flow of material within it has been observed. We
will now attempt to provide explanations for what we have observed. The
problem must now be considered in two parts. The first is a brittle layer.
The analysis of Chapter 4 was undertaken to explain its behavior. The
second part is the viscous fluid boundary layer. This problem is
qualitatively analyzed in Chapter 5.
LEIGHTON BUZZARD SAND:
A. GENERAL PROPERTIES-
PASSES #14 SIEVE, RETAINED ON #25 SIEVE
e, (VOID RATIO); MINIMUM = .515 MAXIMUM = .815
G, (SPECIFIC GRAVITY) = 2.66
y, (DENSITY) = 1.62 gm/cm 3
B. INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE-
D = OVERBURDEN DEPTH IN INCHES
$ = AVERAGE FRICTION ANGLE
av = yD = pgD in gm/cm2
TYPE OF SAND D $ v
UNDYED SAND 5 53.70 20.6
BLUE 5 49.80 20.6
BLUE 3 50.1* 12.3
YELLOW 5 49.10 20.6
YELLOW 3 49.90 12.3
TABLE 3.1
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CHAPTER 4
BRITTLE STRESS ANALYSIS
4.1 MOHR CIRCLE ANALYSIS
A soil mechanical analysis of the system is undertaken in order to
gain some insight into the stress regime of the model. The first
premise of the experiment is that the sand will behave brittlely. If the
sand does behave brittlely, the observed failure angle a can be recorded.
This information coupled with other data allows a Mohr circle to be drawn
and a point on the circle to be identified. This circle completely and
uniquely describes the state of stress in the sand.
The other information needed is the overburden pressure av and the
angle of internal friction or friction angle $. The density and the
friction angle for various overburden pressures are determined by standard
soil mechanics tests. The density gives the overburden pressure for
various depths.
aV = pgD
Once these parameters are determined they describe a unique circle in the
T/a plane. Figure 4.1 depicts one such circle. The figure has the vertical
normal stress larger than the horizontal normal stress. From triangle OP,
E, F the sum of the angles result in:
* = /2 + 45* - (4.1)
which gives the angles of orientation of the principle axis. Triangle OP,
C, D reveals:
cos 2* = V ~ aH (4.2)
a1 - G3
Similarly, triangle, A, F, D gives:
sin - 03 (4.3)
aV + aH
Substituting 4.2 into 4.3 leads to:
sin # = ( (4.4)
(ay + aH)cos2(
(1 - sin* cos29)
(1 + sin cos2$)
Having identified the horizontal normal stress it is possible to locate D,
the center of the circle, midway between aH and aV and construct the Mohr
circle tangent to the fialure envelope. Once the circle is drawn the
origin of planes (OP) is located by drawing a vertical line up from CH. A
line drawn from the origin of planes represents a plane of the same
orientation in the sand. It intersects the circle at the stresses acting
on that plane. Thus, the state of stress at the basement of the sand is
graphically determined to be G. It can be seen that the shear stress is
positive which indicates that it acts in a counterclockwise sense around
the body of sand. Such is the sign convention for the Mohr circle.
4.2 DERIVATION OF BASAL AND FAILURE SHEAR STRESS
The basal shear stress is of primary concern since it is a driving
mechanism for the model. Again the Mohr circle is used to derive an
expression for the basal shear stress. The Mohr circle can be represented
in equation form.
To = (a1 - a3)sinO cose (4.6)
Substituting 4.3 gives:
ro = (aV + aH)sin$ sine cosO (4.7)
Theta in equation 4.7 is measured from the direction of a1 . A quick look
at figure 4 1 indicates that the horizontal plane is inclined to a1 at an
agle of 90* if * = 0. However, when the pinciple axis is rotated by the
angle $, the horizontal plane orientation decreases by that amount.
Therefore, theta in 4.7 should equal 900 - *. Substitution and reduction by
trigonometric identities yields:
TB = sine sin* cos* (aV + aH) (4.8)
Substitution of 4.5 gives:
TB = 2ay sin4 sin* cost (49)1 + sin$ cos2$
TB pgD sin* sin24 (4.10)1 + sin$ cos2$
Thus it can be seen that the intial three parameters result in a unique
determination of stress at the base. If equations 4.1 and 4.10 are
combined an inverse relationship between the basal shear stress and the
failure angle can be seen. A decrease in the failure angle corresponds to
an increase in the basal shear stress and visa versa. The analysis applies
equally well to failure angles less than the friction angle. These two
points are illustrated in figure 4.2
The above analysis can also be applied to point F of figure 4.1. This
will result in the determination of the shear stress on the failure plane
give the failure angle. We again use equation 4.7. Examination of figure
4.1 indicates that theta is equal to 45* - 4/2 for any failure angle.
Substitution of equation 4.5 and reduction results in:
TF - 2pgD sin, cos2* (4.11)
1 + sin4 cos($ + 90' - 26)
4.3 NO SLIP CONDITION
The Mohr circle analysis can be used to show that no slip should occur
at the base of the sand. The angle of internal friction in the sand ($) is
greater than the friction angle between the sand and the elastic belt (0).
Figure 4.3 graphically depicts this situation. The small circle represents
a state of stress prior to any strains being applied to the system. The
ratio of horizontal pressure to vertical pressure is approximately .6-.7
for a loosely packed body of sand as in the figure. The stresses at point
A are the failure conditions for the sand/belt interface. Further, they
are the only stresses that can cause slippage at the sand/belt interface if
the vertical or overburden pressure is kept constant throughout the
experiment to simulate sedimentation. Therefore, if the sand is to slip
past the belt then the Mohr circle must evolve to touch point A. Now let
us consider what should happen as strains are applied. Due to the
stretching of the base one expects that initially the horizontal pressure
will decrease and the circle will move to the left. Eventually, the circle
becomes tangent to the internal friction angle envelope and fails
internally. The sand fails internally before the stresses reach point A.
This is represented by the larger circle in figure 4.3. The state of
stress at the base when the sand fails internally is represented by point
B. These stresses are much smaller than those at A. In time the circle
will evolve to touch point A. But initially, the elastic belt will not
slip past the sand indicating that the shear stress at the bottom is
relatively small.
The failure circle in figure 4.3 also indicates that the initial
failure angles will be high angles, greater than the friction angle as
represented by a. This is in agreement with the analysis done in section
4.2 where small shear stresses were associated with high failure angles.
4.4 MAXIMUM BASAL SHEAR STRESS
The basal shear stress is limited by slippage of the sand past the
belt as an absolute upper limit. The maximum shear stress occurs when
slippage occurs. If the coefficient of friction or friction angle of these
two materials are known then a value for the maximum basal shear stress can
be calculated using equation 1.1. This can then be equated to equation
4.10 to give an associated value of *. Using this result in equation 4.1
yeilds SM, the minimum failure angle associated with the maximum basal
shear stress. Therefore, once the sand slips past the belt the maximum
shear stress is achieved and OM will be a limiting observable experimental
result.
4.5 MOHR CIRCLE CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
It should be noted that the Mohr circle is tangent to the failure
envelope in the negative shear stress region as well as the positive.
However, that point of tangency is associated with compressive failure or
thrust faulting.
The Mohr circle analysis tells us several things about the sand model.
The density from table 3.1 is used to obtain a value for the overburden
pressure. If the overburden pressure is kept constant then the procedure
outlined in section 4.4 can be used to calculate SM- For a sand depth of
7.62 cm (3 inches), this procedure yields a minimum failure angle of 29.6*.
The fauling never quite evolved to this limit. Some faults were measured
at less than 29.6* but the measurement was never accurate enough to support
the conclusion that the limit was exceeded.
We now know that the evolution of the faults to lower failure angles
means that an increase in the shear stress supplied by the base is
necessary. Similarly, the basal shear stress must also increase as one
moves out from the fixed wall.
Figure 4.5 is a graphical Mohr circle represenation of the faulting
process showing the corresponding stress increase as the failure angle
decreases. Circle 0 corresponds to the stress state prior to any strains
being introduced into the sand. Circle I shows initial failure at a
typical failure angle of 600. The process then proceeds to circle 2 which
has evolved to a failure angle of 40*. The stresses on the failure plane
and the base are greater in this circle. Finally the system moves to
circle 3 and a failure angle at 30*. The basal stresses are located at
point A which nearly hits the failure envelope for the sand/belt interface.
The system has nearly run full cycle. At a failure angle of 29.6*, point A
will be located on the envelope and the circle's growth is stopped. The
system cannot generate the shear stresses needed to evolve to a lower angle
and some other mechanism must take over. If the belt/sand friction angle
was the same magnitude as the internal friciton angle, the rotation could
continue to almost a 0* failure angle.
4.6 RIGID BLOCK ROTATION INTRODUCTION
The time evolution of the initial faults is very similar in appearance
to a line of rigid blocks being slowly rotated by their bases being
stretched. The stretching base causes the blocks to move apart from one
another allowing the rotations to take place. The similarity was so great
that it lead to an additional experiment with cards undergoing the same
stretching boundary condition. The behavior was nearly identical to that
of the sand. This caused a more detailed analysis of the rigid block
rotations to be undertaken. Additionally, this analysis provides a means
to better understand the role of gravity in the sand tank. The subsidence
of the sand has an associated energy and this energy is inputed into the
system. The Mohr circle analysis does not give us a clear picture of this.
The rigid block rotation analysis will allow us to balance an energy
equation.
A quick calculation was first undertaken to see if the rigid block
analysis was applicable. The sand body is considered to be a line of rigid
blocks that rotate as their bases are stretched. We will calculate the
change in the angle of orientation as the blocks are stretched to a given
length. Figure 4.6 details this calculation. The unstretched sand body
dimensions are H and L and the stretched dimensions are H' and L'. Mass
must be conserved giving:
HL = H'L' (4.12)
The initial tangent is:
tan~i = H/L
Multiplying each side by H'L/HL' and substituting into the expression for
the final tangent gives:
HL'
tan~i = tan~f H'L (4.13)
During experimentation, a failure angle of 60 degrees is seen to develop at
L = 100 cm. We then let L' assume its maximum final value of L' = 161 cm.
This gives L' = 1.61L. From equation 4.12 we get H = 1.61H'. Substituting
into 4.13 yields:
tan61 = 2.59 tan~f (4.14)
An initial angle of 60* then implies a final angle of 34*. This agrees
very well with experimental results that range from 30* to 40* and
indicates that the analysis is applicable.
4.7 RIGID BLOCK ROTATION ANALYSIS
The rigid block analysis is a torque balance of the block rotations.
Figure 4.7 shows the setup for the analysis. The ends of the blocks have
been leveled to make the integration easier. Point A is the pivot point.
Forces that cause $ to decrease are considered to be positive. Therefore,
gravity, the bottom normal stresses, and most of the left side normal
stresses produce positive torques. The left side shear stresses, the lower
portion of the left side normal stresses, and the right side normal
stresses produce negative torques. The right side shear stresses have no
moment arm and contribute nothing. We do not know the exact expressions
for the normal and shear stresses acting on the sides. Consequently, we
must assume reasonable expressions. We will assume that these stresses are
only dependent on h, the distance from the top.
Th = shear stress = T sinS(a-x) (4.15)
ah = normal stress = a sinS(a-x) (4.16)
where T and a are constants
All the analysis is for a unit thickness. The analysis takes each stress
individually and computes its resultant torque. The torques are then
summed and set to zero. The final equation is a relationship between the
normal stress and the shear stress on a fault.
The normal and shear stresses on the sides are dependent on x and
therefore require integration. To compute the torque due to the left side
normal stress we multiply equation 4.16 with its moment arm x and integrate
from the base to the top.
a-b/tana
L = f a sina(a-x)x dx (4.17)
L-b/tans
Performing the integration yields:
Y sinaa3 ab2cosa 4.8ra = [sia - taS(4.18)
L b tans
A similar operation on the right side normal stress produces:
aR= - a sina(a-x)x dx = a
3sin (4.19)
The shear stress moment is the width b times equation 4.15 integrated over
the same limits as 4.17.
a-b/ tanS a2bsinS
rT = -bsinS f (a-x)dx = -T 2 + ab2 coss] (4.20)
-b/tan2
Gravity acts as a single force at the center of mass and requires no
integration. Its moment arm is gotten from the figure using trigonometry.
The torque due to gravity is a simple multiplication of the block weight
with the moment arm.
rg = pgab[acos8 ~ 2sbn] (4.21)
The bottom normal stress is constant and can therefore be summed to a
single force acting at the center of the base. Another multiplication
gives its torque contribution.
B pgab2  (4.22)
sinS
Having computed all the torque contributions we can add them together and
set the sum equal to zero. This result is equation 4.23.
ON = pgatanS _ TtanS (atana + b) (4.23)2b 2 ~2
Along with the friciton law, we now have two equations and two
unknowns for any given failure angle. Through an iterative process T and a
on the fault can be calculated and compared to the Mohr circle analysis.
Given a failure angle, a shear stress in inputed until a normal stress
results that satisifies the friction law:
T = a tan* ($ = 50*)
To simplify the calculations, pg was set equal to one gm/cm2 -sec 2 causing
the results to be in dynes/cm2 . Measured values for D and b were used in
the calculations. D was set to 8 cm and b was set to 2.4 cm. The
overburden pressure then becomes equal to 8 dynes/cm2
Unfortunately, this exercise results in failure stresses that are
greater than the Mohr circle analysis. The Mohr circle values are obtained
from equation 4.11 and the friction law.
ANGLE MOHR (SHEAR/NORMAL) ROTATION (SHEAR/NORMAL)
100 6.38/5.36 9.60/8.07
200 4.54/3.81 6.90/5.83
300 3.48/2.92 5.38/4.50
400 2.85/2.39 4.32/3.59
50* 2.48/2.08 3.48/2.86
600 2.29/1.92 2.71/2.24
(all stresses are in dynes/cm 2)
The problem with our anlaysis lies in the depth dependent stress
assumptions, 4.15 and 4.16. These equations concentrate the stress near
the pivot point while gravity acts at a longer distance. Since the bases
are being pulled apart, the lower portion of the block sees more unloading
than does the upper portion. This results in longer moment arms and
smaller stress magnitudes required to balance the torque equation. Slight
changes in the stress distribution with depth could bring the two analyses
in line.
Equation 4.23 is very sensitive to its parameters. If b, the block
thickness is increased the shear stress is diminished due to its increased
moment arm. This sensitivity indicates that the system is self adjusting.
A small variation in the ratio of D to b changes the stress state within
the blocks.
4.8 ENERGY BALANCE
The aspect ratio (D/b) is determined during initial faulting such that
the energy is minimized and balanced. For a given D, the initial energy
balance determines b which then affects the energy balance for all times
thereafter until the maximum basal shear stress is obtained and the belt
begins to slip. Using the experimentally measured value for b, an energy
analysis can be done for the initial faulting. This will result in a
determination of the energy needed to deform the plastic boundary layer.
The approach will be to compute energy per unit area of the base.
Again we use figure 4.7 with a unit thickness. Each source and consumer of
energy is treated in turn. The sources of energy are gravity and the basal
shear. The energy is consumed by friction on the fault surfaces and the
plastic deformation of the bottom boundary layer. The energy per increment
of failure angle is first computed. Figure 4.8 shows each force and the
distance it moves during an increment of angle (use figure 4.7 for
reference). The product of the force and its displacement yields the work
done per block per increment of angle.
The center of mass moves a distance ds = (a/2)da. But we only want
the vertical distance. Consequently, this distance is mutliplied by cosa.
At 90* the vergical displacement is zero while at 0* the displacement is
all vertical. The expression for a, from figure 4.7 is substituted and
this displacement is multiplied with the gravitational force. The result
is the gravitational energy per increment of failure angle per block.
pgD2 bcosa S (4.24)
Eg 2sin d
The shear stress is converted to a force by multiplying the average stress
with the area it acts over, a. Its displacement is da. After differen-
tiating a and performing the multiplication we have:
EF = (2s d1 4.25)2sina
Here we must make an adjustment to figure 4.7 and equation 4.25. If
equation 4.25 is use in its present form, more energy is dissipated on the
fault surfaces than is available. We are uncertain exactly how far the
faulting extends to the base of the sand. Additionally, in section 4.7 we
discussed the stress unloading thought to be occurring at the base. This
leads to the conclusion that we do not know how to handle the friciton
losses near the base of the fault surfaces. We initially leveled the ends
of the block in the torque analysis to make the integration easier. We
will now arbitrarily square the blocks again. Thus we are eliminating the
friction losses from the lower corner of the block. This is accomplished
by substituting a - (b/tans) for a.
y= t(D - bcoss) 2EF = 2sin38 cosdS (4.26)
The basal shear stress is also converted to a single force acting at the
center of the base by multiplication with L. Since this stress is
effectively a constant over the small base, we need not average the shear
stress. Its displacement is dL. Differentiation and multiplication of the
basal shear force times its displacement yields the energy inputed from the
base.
Tgb2cosSEB = sinds da (4.27)sinia
We must now convert these equations to expressions giving energy per
unit base area. An increment of angle and an increment of extension are
related by the expression
da = sin2 dL (4.28)bcosS
obtained from figure 4.8. A unit extension occurs when dL = L = b/sin5
giving:
da = sina (4.29)
cosa
To convert energy per unit extension to energy per unit base area the
energy must be divided by the surface area of each block = b/sinS.
da = sin 2a (4.30)
bcosS
Therefore, substitution of equation 4.30 into equations 4.24-4.27 converts
their results to energy per unit surface area.
E pgD 2  (4.31)
Eg 2
EF = Ty(D - bcosa)2 (4.32)2bsinS
EB = Tb (4.33)
We now have all the energy terms except the energy consumed by plastic
deformation of the bottom boundary layer. If all the terms are added
together and set to zero, equation 4.34 results.
pgD2  +Tb + TF(D - bcosS) 2 + Ep (4.34)
2 sin$ 2bsina
The only unknown is the block thickness b, and the plastic deformation
energy. We use equations 4.10 and 4.11 to obtain values for the basal and
failure plane shear stresses respectively. Initial faulting is typically
seen at 600. Using that value for beta, equation 4.10 gives a value of
.153pgD for the basal shear stress. Equation 4.11 produces .286pgD for the
failure plane shear stress. The measured average value for b is 2.4 cm for
a depth of 8 cm. This corresponds to an aspect relation of b = .3D. By
substituting these values into equation 4.34, the plastic deformation
energy is obtained.
GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY + .500pgD2  90.4%
BASAL SHEAR STRESS ENERGY + .053pgD2  9.6%
FAULT SHEAR STRESS ENERGY - .397pgD2  71.7%
PLASTIC DEFORMATION ENERGY - .157pgD 2 28.3%
The plastic deformation energy is positive and probably larger than is
needed. This indicates that the squaring of the rigid blocks was more than
what was needed. The correct condition probably rests somewhere between
the squared block and faults extending to the base.
As a check we will use a different failure angle and recompute the
shear stresses and see if the plsatic deformation energy is still
reasonable. At an angle of 29.60 the belt is on the verge of slipping and
the rotation process is nearly complete.
GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY + .500pgD2  54.9%
BASAL SHEAR STRESS ENERGY + .410pgD2  45.1%
FAULT SHEAR STRESS ENERGY - .810pgD2  88.9%
PLASTIC DEFORMATION ENERGY - .100pgD2  11.1%
Equation 4.34 is also very sensitive. The system continually evolves in
order to minimize the energy. Only a slight change in the aspect ratio or
the fault angle produces great changes in the state of stress.
4.9 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The block rotation provides a mechanism to explain the time dependent
behavior discussed in Chapter 3. The Mohr circle analysis describes the
state of stress within the sand. An energy balance has been accomplished
and the brittle behavior of the sand tank has been analyzed in detail.
The model results and the analysis have given us an understanding of
the stretching boundary condition and the resultant brittle effects in the
sand body. Shear stress is built up at the base of the brittle zone by the
incipient slip of the sand past the elastic belt. The Mohr circle moves
unti it becomes tangent to the internal friction failure envelope. At this
time initial faulting takes place and the aspect ratio of the resultant
blocks is determined such that the energy is balanced. New faulting does
not take place due to the rotation of the principle axis which prevents any
further high angle faulting. The rigid block rotation mechanism takes
effect and the growing shear stress at the base coupled with gravitational
forces cause the initially faulted blocks to tip over. This process
continues until the sand is on the verge of slipping past the belt and the
maximum amount of shear stress is introduced at the base. If the belt/
sand friction angle was the same magnitude as the internal friction angle,
the rigid block rotation could continue to an almost horizontal orientation
or 0* failure angle.
The second part of the problem remains. The fluidized boundary layer
must be examined. This problem is qualitatively analyzed in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
FLUID STRESS ANALYSIS
5.1 THE FLUID BOUNDARY LAYER
The fluidized bottom of the sand tank was an observation made during
every experimental run. We must insure the solution to the fluid boundary
layer problem provides the necessary shear stress to the bottom of the
brittle layer in order to produce the observed faulting. The plastic layer
must provide these shear stresses through a brittle/ductile transition zone.
Additionally the fluid boundary layer provides the platform on which the
rigid block rotations take place. This chapter models the plastic layer
with a viscous fluid which allows a formal boundary value problem to be
formulated. This boundary value problem is not rigorously solved due to
its complexity and the lack of hard quantitative data. Rather, it is shown
that simple solutions exist which fit the observed qualitative data well.
Figure 5.1 shows the setup for the two dimensional boundary value
problem. The boundary layer is of thickness h and length L. The fixed
wall is at x = 0 and the moving wall is at x = L. The belt is at y = 0 and
the base of the brittle layer is at y = h. The belt velocity is zero at
x = 0 and then increases uniformly to U at x = L where U is the velocity of
the moving wall. The horizontal velocity is given by u(x,y). It must be
zero at the fixed wall for any y. At y = 0, u will match the velocity of
the belt giving u(x,O) = xU/L. The vertical velocity is given by v(x,y).
It must be zero at the bottom. Therefore, the boundary conditions are:
u(0,y) = 0
u(x,O) = xU/L
v(x,O) = 0
5.2 NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
The Navier-Stokes equations govern the viscous flow. However, some
simplifying assumptions can be made. First, it will be assumed that the
fluid is incompressible. This allows the divergence of the velocity vector
to equal zero giving equation 5.1.
a+ =V 0 (5.1)ax 3y
Secondly, all the inertial terms are ignored. The Navier-Stokes equations
now reduce to:
3P a2u au au (5.2)
a I 3 + 3y ay
a a 2 v au __
3y 3y + y ay (5.3)
5.3 OBSERVED PARAMETERS
Certain parameters needed to obtain a solution were empirically
observed, although only in a qualitative manner. For example, the general
horizontal velocity profile was obtained by merely viewing the very bottom
of the sand at a vertical marker bed as in figure 4.3. The velocity must
match the belt at y = 0 and then decay a very small amount as y increases.
A reasonable expression is:
Ux
u = eY (5.4)
It satisfies the boundary conditions and has the correct general shape. Y
is small compared to x insuring that the decay from the belt velocity is
small as y increases. Using equation 5.1 v is obtained.
U
v =- (eY - 1) (5.5)
The horizontal velocity and the shear stress are related by:
T = 11-- (5.6)ay
The slope of the observed horizontal velocity profile decreases with
increasing y. Therefore, the horizontal shear stress will be greatly
reduced through the boundary layer unless the viscosity increases with
increasing y. If the shear stress produced by the elastic belt is greatly
diminished then faulting in the brittle zone will not occur. Thus we are
forced to accept a nonconstant viscosity. This is reasonable since the
sand is observed to go through a ductile-brittle transition with increasing
y. Therefore, in order to obtain a solution we must assume a simple
expression for the viscosity.
5.4 A SOLUTION
Our unknowns are P (pressure), u (horizontal velocity), v (vertical
velocity), and y (viscosity). The divergence relates u and v so if u is
known then v is also. We do not have enough information to obtain a unique
solution, but we can seek solutions that could explain the experimental
observations. A reasonable looking solution is obtained when the viscosity
is assumed to be of the form:
p = poey
The resultant horizontal shear stress profile and pressure gradients are:
-Up0x (5.8)L
T = - = 0 (5.9)ax 3y
The absence of any pressure gradients indicate a constant pressure.
This in turn means that the shear stress is constant throughout the
boundary layer. Therefore, the shear stress developed at the belt is
transmitted directly to the base of the brittle zone.
The x dependence of the shear stress provides a possible explanation
for the observed x dependence in the faulting. An increase in basal shear
stress corresponds to a lowering of the failure angle. The observed x
dependence is not as great as that found in equation 5.8. A possible
explanation is that the x = 0 point in the sand tank is not located at the
fixed wall as we assume in the solution. Side wall friction, still present
in the tank, may be reflecting that point to a position far away from the
apparatus. Consequently, the change in x within the tank is small, small
enough to be consistent with what was observed.
The solution is a reasonable result and indicates that a fluidized
boundary layer is compatible with the brittle stress analysis of Chapter 4.
It will transmit the necessary horizontal shear stresses to the base of
the brittle zone while enabling the rigid block rotations to occur.
Additionally, it provides a mechanism for the observed spatial dependence
of the faulting angle.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The original purpose of the experiment was to investigate failure in
extentional environments. The model shows normal faulting with the fault
planes rotating to shallower angles and continuing to be active as the
elongation continues. These model results appear similar enough to actual
geologic situations to justify further use of this model to study tectonic
deformation.
The sand behaves brittlely as evidenced by numerous and dynamic
faults. Yet at the same time the stretching basement appears to fluidize
the bottom layer and cause it to act similar to a viscous fluid. It is
this fluidized zone that provides a shear stress to the brittle zone which
precipitates faulting. The fluidized zone also provides a base on which the
rigid blocks of sand rotate. A soil mechanical Mohr circle analysis
adequately describes the state of stress within the sand at all times
during the extention process. The rigid block rotation analysis provides a
mechanism by which the gradual lowering of the failure angle is explained.
With such a mechanism the faulting can evolve to almost any angle providing
a possible explanation for the geologically observed low angle faulting
that initiated this research.
More research needs to be done. Actual stress measurements need to be
made. The magnitude of the stresses involved are very small. A larger
apparatus might produce more easily measurable stresses and if larger
strains could be achieved the low angle faulting could be directly
verified. With better data a more reliable solution for the fluid layer
could be found.
52
In conclusion the use of sand models does appear to be useful.
Hopefully, such model studies can provide an improved understanding of
tectonic processes.
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